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have been an oracle here.1 An athletic festival for girls,
consecrated to Hera, was held on the same site, and the fact
that the " furlong " course for the girls' footrace equalled
the length of one side of the Altis, the sacred " Grove ",2
while the men's furlong, longer by a fifth, encroached on a
neighbouring precinct of Demeter, makes it practically
certain that the Heraia, the girls' festival, is the original
foundation ; the men's sports and the male god are intrusive.
Here, as on some other sites, a male " Aryan " sky-god
has wholly or partly supplanted a Mediterranean Mother or
Maiden.3 The Eleian river-name Peneios itself, perhaps,
like the name of Olympia certainly, is a relic of the south-
ward movement of Greeks whose ancestors had lived in the
north and localized the home of their gods on Olympos
in Thessaly.
For the present, however, the fame of Olympos spread
abroad, naturally, for not many days' journey, and the
winners in the early years were Messenians, Eleians, and their
neighbours, from Dyma on the Achaian coast to the southern
sea at Korone,
In the hills south of the Alpheios, meanwhile, a remnant
of the older Greek peoples maintained a precarious indepen-
dence — the only area where, in early historic times, an
Arkadian population touched the sea. At Dyspontion and
Skillous, as we have seen, men did not count themselves
Eleians, and the time was to come when, as the State of
Pisa (that iss of Olympia), these folk were to run the great
Gathering for a space, and have their time of renown. Then
Elis marked them for her prey ; but even after the fifth-
century Eleian and Spartan harrying of Triphylia there was
still kept up a local panegyris of the Three Peoples of the
neighbourhood at the much-revered temple of Poseidon
Samios near Makistos— a gathering for which in the old
days, here also, a troga Dei called the Samian Truce used to be
proclaimed.4
1 Str. vui, 353.    "	2 == Attic
3 Cf. Hymn to the Pythian Apollo— Apollo'a treatment of the local nymph
Tilphoussa.	4 Str, viij, 343,

